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Abstract

Modelling stellar structures and comparing them with observations
is a very important step when it comes to verifying our theories about
stellar evolution. Three-dimensional reconstruction is therefore impor-
tant and in the case of certain stellar types it makes for a large portion
of the ongoing research.

For this project, three di�erent objects and their three-dimensional
models were selected for 3D-printing. The systems in question are
Eta Carinae, π1 Gruis and HD 101584 and the reason behind this
choice is the fact that each object showcases a di�erent phase and/or
process of stellar evolution approaching or during the planetary nebula
(PN) stage. On top of that, these objects have been observed using a
technique that allows us to deduce their 3D structure.

The three-dimensional models and prints allow us to �nd features
(such as axial symmetries) that give us more information about the
movements inside the system and their consequences on how the stellar
structure has and will evolve.
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1 Introduction

Stellar evolution is governed by a number of very complex processes
and even though we now know what evolutionary stages speci�c stellar types
will go through, there is still a lot to learn. Speci�cally, when it comes to
binary systems and their �nal stages of evolution (i.e. planetary nebulae),
the processes involved are not understood very well. Extensive observations
are necessary to obtain detailed information regarding the structure and ori-
entation of such systems which can then be compared to models of their
dynamical evolution.

Reconstructing objects three-dimensionally with as much detail as pos-
sible is important in order to better understand the formation processes of
the structure and how the binary interaction in�uences evolution. This, in
turn, allows us to develop an approximate formation model which can then
be tested by applying it to other objects of the same type.

Things to look for when it comes to �nding patterns that would support
a similar evolution process in binary systems are axial symmetries and the
departure from them, the cause behind such features being believed to be
the companion star in some cases.

This project does not concentrate on these aspects, but merely provides
an insight into how three-dimensional modelling and 3D-printing can be used
as a way of supplying the material necessary for the development of theoret-
ical models. For this purpose three objects have been chosen for printing, η
Carinae, π1 Gruis and HD 101584. Since three-dimensional models already
exist (to some extent) for the �rst two, only the last object will be built
as a part of this study (the model being a crude �rst attempt at trying to
replicate the more important parts of the structure).

The reason behind this choice is the fact that each object represents
a di�erent evolutionary stage leading up to (pPN) or during the PN phase,
process which is not fully understood at the moment. The η Carinae Ho-
munculus Nebula is interesting as its structure can help us better understand
how a massive binary system evolves and how it enriches the ISM. π1 Gruis

represents the phase of evolution between the AGB and PN stages and �nally,
HD 101584 can o�er some insight into how an RGB star and its companion
evolve into what is called a common envelope (CE).

The following sections discuss each of the three objects, their three-
dimensional models and possible implications. All models used for the prints
were developed in the virtual astrophysical modelling laboratory Shape (ver-
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sion 5).

2 Why 3D?

Theoretical hydrodynamical models study the interaction between stars
in binary systems, their CSEs and winds in 3D. Observations cannot be
performed in 3D, but the three-dimensional structure of the system has to
be extracted from the constraints that the observations can provide.

For example, in order to get a complete view of a star or system we need
data in three di�erent dirrections: x, y, and z. Most of the time, information
on the structure of a source is only available as it appears when projected
onto the plane of the sky in a 2D image. When spectral interferometry or
integral �eld spectroscopy observations have been performed, a third data
dimension is available along a wavelength (frequency) axis. This can be
translated to the velocity distribution of the observed gas (through Doppler
shift), and then a v(z)-function can be inferred into a third spatial axis, z.

In order to test whether the inferred v(z)-function is correct one can
try to construct a three-dimensional model from the available data and then
simulate the radiative transfer to try and replicate the observations.

The velocity of the components is replicated as closely as possible and
should the simulation agree with the observations a more concrete image of
the system will have been obtained.

3D models are therefore very important since they can reveal as of yet
unkown information. Printing said models can provide additional insights.
That way we can get a sense of the relative scale between the di�erent parts
of a system and sometimes it might be easier to analyze a physical model or
explain certain aspects to someone unfamiliar with this �eld of research.

3 Eta Carinae

The η Carinae homunculus nebula was formed in 1840 following a giant
eruption. At its root we can �nd a binary stellar system comprised of a
massive star (over 150 M⊙) and its companion (30-80 M⊙), the former
being the one that ejected the material which formed the nebula.

As the stars are obscured by the gas and dust of the nebula, it is di�cult
to observe them and there is no information on the orientation of their or-
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bits. Following extensive observations of the Homunculus several small-scale
features were revealed.

The analysis of such features can provide some insight into the ejection
mechanism that formed the structure and symmetries or departures from
them can help us connect the central binary and its movement to the overall
structure of the nebula. In some cases small-scale structures can shed some
light on the orientation of obscured orbits, method that can be applied for η
Carinae.

As a concrete example, Ste�en et al. (2014) have managed to recon-
struct the Homunculus and some of the more signi�cant details (see �gure 1).
An interesting result is that of two protrusions close to the equatorial region
(one on each lobe) which are separated by an angle approximately equal to
that of the shock resulting from the interacting winds of the binary. This led
the authors to conclude that it could well be that the direction of the orbital
plane is indicated by the line connecting the protrusions.

Figure 1: Three-dimensional model of the Eta Carinae Homunculus by Stef-
fen et al. (2014); note the blue and red protrusions near the equator

Another small feature discovered by the study mentioned above is that
of polar trenches which seem to be point-symmetric to the stars, however due
to low resolution observations it is unclear if there is a physical connection
between the binary and the trenches or if it is merely a remnant of the original
eruption.
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4 π1 Gruis

π1 Gruis is an AGB star �rst catalogued in the 17th century. It also
has a companion star with a large orbital period, located at a distance of
about 400 AU and some observations support the idea of a third closer and
yet undetected star in the system.

It is di�cult to understand the 3D morphology of π1 Gruis due to the
inclination of the source relative to our line of sight. With the help of multi-
ple studies it was inferred that π1 Gruis has a CSE (circumstellar envelope)
consisting of a low-velocity toroidal out�ow along with a high-velocity bipolar
out�ow (perpendicular to the low-velocity structure). Subsequent observa-
tions have discovered other aspects about the system such as the presence of
a partial spiral arc (see Mayer et al. 2014), which could be a consequence of
the movements of the already detected companion.

Recent ALMA data has provided more insight into the structure of π1

Gruis. As it turns out, the toroidal low-velocity out�ow takes in fact an
arc-like or spiral shape. This information was used to develop a preliminary
three-dimensional model, work done by Lam Doan (2017), which allows for
a better visualization of the stellar structure and for a comparison with the
observational and theoretical results (most of which were replicated by the
model). See �gures 2 and 3.

As mentioned before, some observations support the idea of a close
second companion which is yet to be directly detected. The model that was
constructed can provide some extra arguments in favor of this idea, since the
assumption that the spiral structure is formed through binary interaction
would require the presence of a companion with an orbital period much
shorter than that of the known one.

However, it is still uncertain if the low-velocity component of the CSE
is a spiral or just a series of concentric arcs.

From extended studies of pPNe with AGB and post-AGB cores it was
determined that the resulting structure is usually isotropic or axisymmetric,
with some exceptions, and that highly luminous systems will most likely end
up in a bipolar structure (e.g. Eta Carinae). However, π1 Gruis is an example
that does not exactly follow these rules. The two prominent components are
an equatorial out�ow, characteristic of AGB stars (its asymmetry is however
peculiar), and a bipolar out�ow which is the type of structure usually seen
in PNe.
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Figure 2: Side view of the three-dimensional structure of π1 Gruis. The
components are: teal - toroidal low-velocity out�ow, red and blue - the two
di�erent parts of the bipolar out�ow. Source: Lam Doan (2017)

π1 Gruis is therefore a particularly interesting source to study because
it has the only known evolved star CSE which shows the combination of
structural features known to be common on the AGB (slow wind, spiral
structure) and among PNe (torus, bipolar out�ow).

The presence and size ratio between the two components shows that this
system could in fact be on the verge of going from one evolutionary stage
to another (AGB to PN). It is therefore important to analyse it further as
it can provide a great deal of information regarding the evolution from the
AGB to the PN phase and the morphology changes that occur during these
stages, what speci�c processes produce such structures and which ones drive
the changes.

A few pictures of the 3D-print of the model can be seen in �gures 4 and
5, so as to provide a means to better visualize the digital version presented
in �gures 2 and 3.

For the most recent results regarding the structure of this object see
Doan et al. (2020).
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Figure 3: Tilted view of the three-dimensional structure of π1 Gruis - Lam
Doan (2017)

Figure 4: The 3D print of π1 Gruis
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Figure 5: Di�erent perspective of π1 Gruis

5 HD 101584

HD 101584 is a binary system, believed to be in a post-AGB evolution-
ary phase due to observations indicating large far-IR excess. It has a quite
complex shape and its analysis could provide some information about the
processes that change the isotropic/axisymmetric structures of AGB stars
into the very complex ones of PNe.

It is well known that PNe descend from AGB stars, but there are ex-
ceptions and the lack of details regarding the conditions that lead to such an
evolution allow for the formation of other theories.

As it turns out, post-AGB objects are not the only ones exhibiting the
presence of companions within distances smaller than characteristic stellar
radii. Certain systems that have only passed the RGB stage have been
observed and showed similar properties, along with dusty CSEs (the cause
behind IR excess). A theory was therefore developed, stating that PNe could
in fact form from post-RGB objects that have undergone a common envelope
(CE) evolutionary stage. At the origin of this process is a binary system
consisting of an RGB star and a companion, the red giant evolution stops and
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its CSE engulfs the companion which either survives or the system undergoes
a merger.

According to Olofsson et al. (2019) HD 101584 might be a system
showcasing such an evolutionary process, where a merger did not occur. This
is in part supported by the presence of an equatorial density enhancement,
consequence of the binary capturing most of the material ejected by the red
giant, and that of a high-velocity bipolar out�ow. As matter is gradually
pushed outwards the core of the red giant is revealed more and more.

For this part of the project, we use detailed ALMA observations to
construct a three-dimensional model of HD 101584 with the help of the virtual
astrophysical modelling laboratory Shape (version 5).

As it is stated in the paper by Olofsson et al. (2019) the structure
consists of multiple components. A central compact source (CCS) with a
radius of about 100 AU, the equatorial density ehancement (EDE) present
in the orbital plane and centered on the CCS (r = 1500 AU), a high-velocity
out�ow (HVO) perpendicular to the EDE which extends up to around 4000
AU and an hourglass structure (HGS) which surrounds the HVO up to a
distance of about 2000 AU. The observations also show the presence of ex-
treme velocity spots (EVS) located on the HVO at similar distances in both
directions: ±800 AU, ±3000 AU and ±4200 AU.

Following extensive analysis of the data Olofsson et al. have determined
that the HVO structure has an inclination angle of i = 10◦ about the EDE. It
was also determined that the HVO starts with a PA = 90◦ and it turns until
it reaches about 100◦ at a distance of 3000 AU and further on. A schematic
view is provided in �gure 6, an image of the molecular emission line data
can be seen in �gure 7 and the most recent image of the object taken with
ALMA is presented in �gure 8.

For the model itself we use the values presented above and will refer to
the out�ow moving away from us and towards us as red and blue, respectively.
The CCS and EVSs are displayed as spheres. The EDE is depicted as a torus
with inner radius ri = 100 AU and outer radius ro = 1500 AU. We portray
the HVO as a cylinder of length 4500 AU in both the red and blue directions
(even though there are �gaps� in the molecular data images), the main reason
behind this being to make it possible to print the whole structure as a single
object. The result of this schematic reconstruction can be seen in �gures 9
and 10, while the 3D printed version is displayed in �gures 11 and 12.
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Figure 6: Schematic view of the structure of HD 101584 - Olofsson et al.
(2019)
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Figure 7: Image of the molecular line emission of HD 101584 with all the
di�erent components - Olofsson et al. (2019)
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Figure 8: ALMA image of HD101584. Source: ESO. Note that the eggshell
structure reaches about three fourths of the distance from the EDE to the
furthest EVS. This was not replicated by our 3D model due to possible
issues that could have come up with the print, mainly the removal of support
structures that are necessary only during the printing process.
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Figure 9: Three-dimensional model of HD 101584 and the components are
as follows: green - EDE, blue and red - EGS moving towards and away, cyan
- EVS, white - HVO structure. The change in direction of the HVO can be
seen here.

Figure 10: Side view of HD 101584. Note that from this angle it is not
possible to tell if the HVO is tilted or not.
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Figure 11: 3D print of HD 101584

Figure 12: 3D print of HD 101584
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6 Summary

Three di�erent objects are presented above along with their 3D models,
each representing di�erent stellar evolutionary stages. As mentioned before,
the 3D prints of such models can be used to gain additional insight into the
�ne details of the structure of an object and maybe support or deny ideas
regarding the morphological evolution of speci�c astronomical objects.

Employing 3D printed stellar structures for teaching purposes could also
be something to think about. It sometimes is easier to understand certain
theoretical aspects when one is presented with an interactive or physical
model.

While 3D printing is not the easiest way of showcasing theoretical or ob-
servational results, it will surely become more common within the astronom-
ical community once this type of technology becomes more easily accessible
for everyone.
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